****Please see syllabus for changes or supplemental/optional material****

To order books through the UCSB bookstore, please go to


PSTAT 5A
StatClass, Holmes & Lenburg (2nd edition)

PSTAT 5E

PSTAT 120A
Fundamentals of Probability with Stochastic Processes, Ghahramani (3rd edition)

PSTAT 120B
Mathematical Statistics with Applications, Wackerly, Mendenhall, Scheaffer (7th edition)

PSTAT 122
Design and Analysis of Experiments, Montgomery (7th edition)

PSTAT 126

PSTAT 160A
Introduction to Probability Models, Ross (10th Edition)

PSTAT 172A
Actuarial Mathematics for Life Contingent Risks, Dickson, (2009)

PSTAT 207B
Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Rohatgi (2nd edition)

PSTAT 213B
Probability Path, Resnick (1999)
Probability and Random Processes, Grimmett (3rd edition)

PSTAT 223B
Arbitrage Theory in Continuous Time, Bjork (3rd edition)

PSTAT 275
Survival Analysis, Klein (2nd edition)